
the sand. Sit on the patio or, if you’re a
real sybarite, reserve your own private
beachfront cabana with stunning views
of Diamond Head and the shimmering
waters of Waikiki. Try the popular
tasting menu with wine pairings or order
one of their infamous seafood dishes à la
carte, like the seared Hawaiian yellowfin
ahi and diver scallop. For a slightly more
casual feel, dine oceanfront at Hula Grill.
is Outrigger hotel favorite features
Hawaiian cuisine made with local
produce and architecture evoking a
plantation-era beach house. Try their
tarragon roasted lobster or the kabocha
squash gnocchi in a light bay cream sauce
with a local wild mushroom medley.

WHAT TO DO: Waikiki beach is one
of the optimal places in the world to
learn how to surf. Take a lesson from a
pro in the birthplace of modern surfing.
Offshore snorkeling is at its best in

Hanauma Bay. In this submerged volcanic crater, you’ll swim
alongside sea turtles close enough to touch. Admire a diverse
array of fish including puffers, parrotfish and trumpetfish.

WHERE TO SHOP: e largest open-air shopping complex
in the world, Ala Moana Center, adorned with palm trees  and
koi ponds, is certainly not your average mall. Ala Moana even
offers complimentary hula shows seven days a week. Or, go for
a stroll along the bustling Kalakaua Avenue in the heart of
Waikiki’s beach district. Here you can find everything from
local specialty shops to luxury boutiques including Tiffany &
Co., Chanel, Gucci and Saint Laurent. TL

Call your Travel Leaders agent today to book your Honolulu trip.

Honolulu offers the best of both
worlds—a metropolis ensconced in
the beauty of nature. Surf the most

agreeable waves in the world (perfect for
beginners) or luxuriate on white-sand
beaches while observing the glittering
backdrop of the city’s skyscrapers. After a
day of hiking or snorkeling, enjoy
world-class restaurants, resorts and
shopping, along with the best nightlife
Hawaii has to offer. 

WHERE TO STAY: For a chic
cosmopolitan hotel, try e Modern
Honolulu, located just far enough from the
hectic pace of Waikiki to give you a little
peace and quiet, and afford topnotch views
of the city skyline and the Pacific. At this
beautiful boutique hotel, stylishly
decorated with a minimalist contemporary
aesthetic, you can make use of both a
saltwater and adults-only pool, valet
parking and rooms with balconies
overlooking the ocean and marina. For a more traditional
option, stay at e Royal Hawaiian. is iconic Waikiki resort,
known as the “Pink Palace of the Pacific,” was built in
Spanish-Moorish style in 1927 and features an impressive
black terrazzo-marble lobby, festooned with elaborate floral
arrangements. Alternatively, travelers can enjoy the Hyatt
Regency Waikiki Beach Resort and Spa. Conveniently located
in the heart of Waikiki, just steps away from the Diamond
Head volcanic tuff cone, this hotel features breathtaking,
unobstructed views of the Pacific. Relax at one of one of the
top spas in the area or take a dip in the freshwater pool
overlooking Waikiki.

WHERE TO EAT: A stunning seafood restaurant at e
Royal Hawaiian, Azure is not only oceanfront, but right on
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Clockwise from left: The Royal
Hawaiian is an iconic Waikiki resort;
a view of Waikiki Beach; Hyatt
Regency Waikiki Beach Resort and
Spa is located just steps from the
Diamond Head tuff cone.
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